
GEAR CUTTING METHODS. 

In the Papers on Engineering Snbjecb, No. 3, the Mechanism 
of Toothed gearing is &cussed, wnd a brief outline of various 
methods of tooth cutting i s  given. The object of this present 
paper is to indicate in greakr detail the methods of cuttiw the 
helical gearing as used in H.M. Ships ; also to draw attention to 
the various possibilities of inaccwacy in outting such gears, md 
t o  describe briefly some of the methods used for detecting such 
errors as may arise. 

Modern methods of cutting heEed gears for turbine reduction 
gearing may be divided into two classea, viz., (a) Planing or 
Shaping, and (b) Hobbing. 

Q to the date of writing no g a s  made by any process other 
than that of Hobbing are running in H.M. Service. A spare 
set of planed gears has been constructed, howewx, but no 
opportunity has yet arisen to use it. The facilities exisking for 
cutting large gemg by the planing process are at present small, 
and this reason is mainly contributary to the non-employment of 
such units in H.M. Service. A further reason exists in the fact 
that although t he  planing process probably produces a tooth 
contour of more truly involute form than does the hobbing 
procem, yet at the same time the profitire of the teeth produced 
in the former manner tends to consist of a number of facets 
running longitudinally along the tooth face, and it is conjectured 
that such facets may not be conducive to  good running. The 
hobbing process also produces facets on the tooth profile, but 
their location ia  more uniformly distributed along the line of 
contact than those produced by planing, and hence they are 
less likely to lead to noisy gems. Trials alone can determine 
their relative merits in this respect. 

The main body of this paper therefore de& principally with 
the bobbing process, hut brief descriptions of two planing 
rumhines are given. 

X. The Sunderland Gear Cutter employed by David Brown 
and Sons of Huddersfield may be cited as an exampIe of this 
process. 

Here the Cutters are in the form of a rack. The involute 
teeth of the rack being straight sided, it is a SJimple manufm- 
turing proposition to produce such a cutter with Little possibility 
of error. The cutters, after being hardened, are ground to 
accurate form. 

Figure 6, page 26 (of Papers No. 3), indicates the method of 
forming gear teeth by use of mch a cuthr. The cutter is a rack 
and during the process of generation is moved longitudinally, 
while the blank with which it engages ig mhkd by suitable, 
gearing at the correct sped relative to the cutter. 



In order to clat the teeth the tml is caused to reciprocate 
transverse1 y a t  a. rapid rate, being set at an angle equal to the lead 
angle with the axis of the blank. 

A complication is necessary in order ta limit the length of 
cutter employed, otherwise this latter would need to be longer 
than the circumference of the wheel being cut. Hence, after 
the cutter has travelled a distance equal to one pitch, the b l d  
is di~ngaged from the cutter and ita rotary motion checked, 
while the cutter is returned to its original position ; the motion 
of the gear then s a r t s  aa before. Thus at the end of each such 
cycle of operations the blank advances one tooth ahead of the 
cutter. 

To avoid needless wear of the mechanism the dividing wheel 
and worm are at rest during the cutting stroke, and only operate 
the feeding gear during the .return stroke of the cutter. 

The action, referred to  above, of returning the cutter for 
each tooth cut, is a possible source of inaccuracy though probably 
little, if any, worse than that due to the '"hip " in the three or 
more compar&tively thin shafB used in the hobbing proems for 
driving the indexing and dividing mechanism. 

Such a system may be employed ta cut double helical geam 
without any gap between the right and left -handed portions. 
This is effected by arranging two cutters, one for each hefix, 
and causing these t o  reciprocate towards each other, cutting 
to the apex at the centre of the gear. 

The teeth are cut dkctly from the bbnk without any pre- 
liminary roughing cut. The f r o n t  h t h  of the cutter are manged 
t o  take the heaviest cuts, while the back teeth only ha\-e to deal 
with light cuts, this being specially arranged for by the method 
of indexing ; by this means roughing and a finishing cut is 
taken in one operation. 

The possibility of omitting the gap between the two halves 
of the gem is one advantage of the planing over the hobbing 
process, as applied to gears of such dimensions that a centre 
bearing is not called for on the pinion shaft, sin= on this account 
the gears may be made somewhat shorter and therefore lighter, 
and also the acijacent ends of the teeth of the two halves of the 
gears are mutuaIIy supported. 

It is incidentally easier to do away with the centre pinion 
bearing if no " gap " is necessary, as in this latter case the distance 
between the centres of the pinion bearings is somewhat reduced. 
The above advantages are, however, considerabIy discounted 

when very large gear wheels have to be cut, since it --odd not 
generally be possible to make the blank, on which the teeth are 
to be cut, in one piece if of Iarge diameter and width ; in such 
cases therefore considerations of jngot sizes, etc., make it necessary 
to cut the two halves of the gear on separate rims which are 
afterwards shrunk arrtl pinned t o  the rmpective wheel centres. 



11. Another tvvpe of gear cutting machine which is now finding 
incmsing use is the Sykes' Bianer, as dereloped by the %wer 
Plant Co. 

The principle of action of this machine is shown in Figure l., 
and the leading particulars in Figme 2. The cutter is to all intents 
and p u p a s  a helical pinion of narrow width. The teeth of this 
cutter are generated to accurate shape in a special machine, the 
final operation after hardening being a grinding one--this being 
also s generating process. 

The cutter and the b h k  are rolled together 6 b ~  if they !'ere 

mating gears, while the cutter is reciprocated axklly to plane 
the metal. In addition to them two movemenh the cuttar has 
a third motion, w~., a, rocking motion about i ta axis, ao that its 
teeth foUow the helical path of the tooth which has to be cut. 

In practice two cutters are used, one of each band to suit the 
two helices on the wheel being cut; each cutter is reciprocakd 
inwards the point where. the two halves of the gear meet, it 
being a special feature of the rnacbino that the " gap " between 
the right and lefhhand helices can be entirely eliminated. 

The blank is mounted with ih axis horizontal and the cutters 
am attached to e erhaft which is carried on the slide of the machine, 
this  slide being reciprocated in line with the axis of the blank. 
Tha cutter operating shaft haa a helical groove of suitable angle 
and lead cut upon it, and pasm through the boss of the index 
worm-wheel (A). A sfop is fitted In the boss of (A) to engage 
with the helical groove, hence, as the cutter is reciprocated h and 
fro, the action of the stup in the groove suffices to impart the rock- 
motion previously referred to. 

The index worn-wheel is driven by a worm and suihhla 
gearing from the main driving motor, as is also the main dividing 





worm-wheel on the shaft carrying the blank. The change gears 
in these two driving shafts are auch as to oauw the correct rolling 
motion between cutter and blank. For compactness, the cutter 
operating s h a h  mounted one inside the other, $he two in- 
dexing worm-wheels for driving the cutters being at the smne end 
of the machine. 

A further comp~ication is introduced swing ta the necessity 
for clearing the cutters fmrn the work on the return stroke. 
The method of doing this " relieving," as it is termed, is both 
simple and ingenious : the journal adjacent to the cutter is con- 
nected to the slide of the machine through the medium of an 
inclined plane, so arranged that when the journd is fomd (by 
suitable cam mechanism) in one direction pardel to the axis 
of the cutter shaft, the cutter will be at its cutting depth, while 
when the journal is forced hard over in the opposite direction 
the cutter will be relieved from its work. This longitudinal 
motion is only about ,l,th an inch, while the amount of " relief " 
given is a few thousandths of an inch. The cutter index worm- 
wheels are mounted on slides and a similar type of inclined plane 
action is empIoyed to move these through the same distances 
as the cutter beads ttre moved, thus keeping the cutter shafts 
paralld to the main slide. 

In wch a machine. aIthounh there is a considerable number " 
of working parts, they are conrpactly arranged and are of ample 
stiffness; the cutting action appears more smooth and regular 
than that of a hohbing machine while the qudity of the work 
arodnced is excellent. 

The accurctcy dcpends first and foremost on the accuraoy of 
the cuteer, but given accurate design there appears little, if any, 
sourc~ of error to fear in this direction when the method of manu- 
facture and finish by a generating process is followed. The helical 
angle generated depends for its accuracy on the helical groove 
actuating the cutter shafts ; hence these grooves require checking 
from time to  time, pwticula.rly as $hey ale ~ubjected to consider- 
able wcm. 

Other than the above, the remaining probable cause of in- 
accuracy Iies in the worm driving the indexing worm-wheels or 
in these latter themselves. The remarks to  be made later on a 
similar subject as regards hobbing machines are equally appli- 
cable here. 

Two OF more cuts arcre usually take11 when producing g e m  
in this m h i n e ,  the initid cuts being taken with well backed 
off cutters, and the 5 n d  one being a. light finishing eut , using very 
rtcoux~tely ground cutters. 

After the pinions and gear-wheel are completed they are erected 
in the gear case and run light with a grinding compound, which 
conaish of fine glass powder of the consistency of flour and light 
oil, instead of the usual lubricating supply to the tooth surfaces. 
This grinding-in ia considered by the Makers to be most beneficiaI 
in smoothing down minute high places, eh. ,  unavoidable in any 



tooling process; it certainly gives n very fine finish to the gears. 
In theory it is to he noted t h ~ t  the prindii~g process is not 
calculated to improve the accuracy of the conto~~r of the teeth. 

THE HQBBIXC PROCESS. 
Consider first of a11 the method employed for hohbing spur 

gbpP8, The principle of this method is shown in Figure 3. 
This shows an imaginary rack meshing with a gear and mould- 

ing its teeth. The teeth of this rack (shown dotted) coincide with 
the outline of R hob, which has been set at an angle which will make 
the teeth on its cutting or front. side paraIlel with the axis of the 
gear; that is, it has been set at ik helical angle, measured at the 
pitch line. 

If the hob and the gear blank be now rotated at a speed ratio 
equivalent to  t h t  between the number of threads in the hob 
and the number of teeth in the gear, the resulting movement- 
will tie exactIy the same as if the blank were meshing with the 
imaginary rack referrd to. 

In the case of hob bing helical geam the arrangement is as. 
sl~own in Figure 4. 

The hob is set at  an angle with the line of movement of the 
imaginary rack, equal to its own helical angle, as for spur gears. 
The blank is set at an angle with thisaame fine equal to its own 
helical angle, so that in the oase shown (hob and gear with right 
hmd helices) the too1 and work m e  set a.* m angle equal to the 
cii%erence between their respective helical angles. If the hob and 
blank be revolved at the proper speed ratio, the former will cut 
teeth in the latter in the same way that the imaginary rack would, 
provided it is fed progremively through the work in the direction 
of the line XX. 

This latter requirement introduces further complexity in the 
machine, and its necessity is best understood from the following :- 
Imagine the work to be stationary ; *.hen, in order that the hob 
may be fed in direction XX without the teeth of the hob and the 
gear fouling each other, i& is necessary to revolve either the work 
or the hob. Suppose the work to be connected by change gearing 
to the feed mew of the cutter sJide so that it is revolved as the 
hob is fed up md down ; this wiU permit Ghe cutter ta pass 
freely through the work. 

Summing up, therefore, not only must the work revolve in 
unison with the hob, so aa to p e r a t e  the o o m t  number of teeth, 
but also it must revolve in a, definite relation with the feed of the 
cutter slide in order to produce the correct helix. The work 
must then be so connected to the cutter and h the cutter feed 
screw, that it will be beder the inhence of either or both of 
them, without any interference of the two movements with w h  
other. This usually effwted by means of differetid gm*. 

It ia evident from consideration of what has been said above 
that the circudercntiaI velocity of the pihh circle of the blank 
and the velocity in an axial direction of the teeth of the hob muat 





be the same at all parts of each successive revolution; if thf is 
not so the blank m y  rtccelerate or retard an infinitesimal amount 
during a portion of a revolution, causing the hob to geneme 
teeth vhich vary in thickness. 

The relative velocity of hob and work we prodwed by means 
of suitable meehaaiamfi of the type shown in Fig, 5, and it can be 
redly imgined tha t  slight ermrs we djfficult to avoid in the 
erection of such devices, while their detection calls for special 
instruments, The hobs themselves are supplied rts netwly correctt 
as is commercialEy possible, and may be eliminated from the 
problem if checked by suitable means. 

Methods have been rcccntly developed whereby any variation 
in the relative angular velocities of the Rob and work spindles 
m y  be detected, and use is made of these by at Ieast one well 
hown firm of gear cutters, enabling errors of the type mentioned 
to be eliminated. Since however, these devices are designed for 
use when the machine is running idIe, their employment will, not 
necessarily remove errors due to the indexing mechanism when 
cutting is-h progress, owing to the defomrttion-of such mechanism 
when under load. 

In order ta engm that mating geam have the same helical 
angle, it is extremely deeimbb (and is in fact specified as wch 
for all Admiralty tltrbine reduction gem) that both gear wheel 
and pinion sho~lld be cut on t.he same machine. Even this will 
not, howwer, ensure the same heliod angle unless the feed 
mechwnism of the machine is suitahIy arranged for the purpose. 

The diagram in Figure 5 shows the elements of a typical 
high-class mechanism suitable for producing gears of iidenticnl 
helical angle. 

r?r, Hob (A.)  is driven through the shaft D by change-wheels 
E from the motor. 

The Tdb ks driven by the dividing worm-wheel 'R through 
the worm C and ahaft R by change-wheels Q from the motor. 

The cutter slide.-The feed screw is controlled by shaft R 
through f e d  gears H, worm and worm-wheel J and compensating 
gem K though shaft 8. 

The shaft S furbher coxltm1a the helical angle by accelertbting 
or mbrdhg the hob through change gears M and differentid R. 

As pointed out pwdo~is!p. t7he heliatl angle can be obtained by 
causing the work to  revolve in a definite ~dation to the cutter 
slide, which in the case of the mechanism now heing described 
wotild entail placing the d8erent.jal gear in the table motion, 
shaft R. Such an arrangement has, however, the disadvantage 
that cllarqe wheels have to be jtltroduced, sometimes precluding 
identical helical angles being obtained in mating gears; on the 
other hand, with the shaft B controlling $ha cutter glide and the 
hob (in~tead of the hblc) an idonticaI effect is obtained and angle 
vtbri&tbtions do not a rk  when the feed is changed. 

Referring t o  Figwe 6 it wiIl be wen that the hob will cut either 
right- or Ief t - hand helical geam or straight cut spur geam,depending 



on ib setthg relative to the wheel axle. It has been found z r ~  
a result of experience that if a helix is cut with the hob of opposite 
hand (i.e., say, a right-hand helix with a left-hand hob) the 
work tends to '"oat " thus causing any backlwh between 
dividing worm and whed t o  become apparent, wibh  conseque~~t 
variable e m m .  It is therefore desirable to cut a right-hand 
helix with a right-hand hob, and a left-hand helix with a hob of 
similar hand. 

When hobbing straight cut spur geaim the hob makes one 
revolution per tooth cut, but in holrbing helical gears as the hob 
travels down it must he retarded, making a fraction under one 
revolution p r  tooth. This fact oftcn necessitates awkward 
change g e m s  for feed variation, hence the introduction of the 
differential control. 

It is readily apparent that the use of the differential mechanism 
referred to may be avoided if the hob b fed in the direction of the 
helix as indicated in %re 7. 

Machines have been designed fo achieve this, but their urn 
is entireIy out of the question with gears having wide faces, auch 
as am necegsary for turbine reduction gearing, ss the length of 
the hob d be alhgether prohibitive. 

The principal requirements for a successful hobbing machine 
&re :- 

( 1 )  h e  and Mechanigm of Gmt Rigidits.--In thh 
oonnection it is pointed out that the compIexity of the feed 
mechanism hnds to limit the capacity of the machine in 
taking heavy cuts, tho efict  of which is to produce torsional 
and other. &rains in the mechanism, thus prejudicing its 
mnracy. 

(2) k b 1 e  and Powerful Driving Mmldsm-The 
drive is invariably by a separate electric motor embodied in 
the machine, while the lubricating arrangemenb are 
extremely thomugh, since the machine may have h run for 
aeveml days without sikpping. 

(3) A m t e  hdexhg M&dsm-The dividing wheel 
should be the maximum &mcter posdble in order to control 
the work properly. 

A highly accurate dividing worm-wheel is impemtivs. 
Biathemtical accuracy h of mum h p o ~ i b l e ,  but a very cIow 
approximation thereto can be assured by Engineering methods. 
In such p m  there need be no practically meagurabb tooth-to- 
tooth error, while the acmrndated error in graupa of, my, 20 teeth 
should bc well fistributd round the circwnfemnco, Homogeneity 
of tho materid of which the wheeI is made is of prime importance, 
SO that there arc no soft q o t a  which will wear more quicldy than 
the reminder of the wheel. 

The imporh~loe of the a c e m y  of the dividing wheel omnot be 
overestimated, for the wurk in 110 case can he better t h  the 
dividing wheeI prodtrcing it. 
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The dividing wheel requires testing about once every six 
~nonths if the machine is in regular operation. A simpIe method 
of out t h i ~  test is as follows :- 

A straight edge is clamped to the machine with ita edge radial, 
and a horizontal surface is set up so t h d  on rotation of the table 
s point on the straight edge will describe an arbro on the surface. 
An a ~ c  is actually scribed in this m y  at aome auitsbh radius 
from the centre of the table. Hnving selected any fluitable train 
of wheels for the dividing gear, one of these wheels is rotated 
through a given number of turns, and the length of arc due to 
this movement ia marked on the ~urface. The same nvmber of 
turns is a g i n  given to the same whed and the length of arc 
doscribed is again marked. 

The process is repeated till hhe dividing wheel haw made one 
complete revolution; the errors, of course, arc estimahd from 
the variation of the chordal distances thus marked, these being 
aocurately memured and compared with the calculated length 
for aU parts of the wheel. 

It is essential, before commencing cutting with a new machine, 
to run the kble ia each direction for a period of about three days 
in order to bed in the worm and worm-wheel thoroughly. 

It is preferable that the worm should wear mthcr than the 
worm-wheel, for a worm is mdy replaced without affecting t h e  
accuracy of dividing, whik! crrors introduced into the worm-wheel 
,are always presenb atid can only be cured by Ghe costly replacement 
of the wheel itself. In practice. the rtcta~11 wear, after the initial 
~ w m i n g  in, &- small, and the worms run for periods of two or 
three yeam More replacement is necessary. The actual amount 
of wear on some woma has been about -002 inches after two 
yema uae. 

In the earlier geam, where periodic errors crept in, these were 
traced to the hviding wheel. Sir C b s .  Parsons therefore 
introduced his " c m p  " mechanism, which essentially com~ists 
in mounting the work on a mondary table carried on &he main 
table, which latter is turned by the di~iding wheel. The secondary 
table is caused to rotrsta, by suitable gearing, at  a slow spec2 
relative to the main table, the combined speeds being, of course, 
adjusted to  give the correct speed ratio between work and hob. 
This angular advance of the work relative fa the dividing wheel 
G&UMEI the exmm due to the btter to be developed on spiral 
paths around ~e gem rather than on planes parallel tu tothe axis 
of the gear as in the oase without " creep ''-thus, instead of a 
aeriea of inaccurate zones being in gear at definite intervals, the 
errom are very uniformly spread over the whole surface of the 
teeth. 

The creeping table if wed 6 t h  standard hobs produces 
hcreamd tooth gaces, since if any error is " crept " it muat 
sppsar as m increase in the space, hence hobs for use with 
thb devim are made with a thinner bo th  to  eompensak for this 
action, Chigindy gears were cut by hobs having equal tootb. 



and space widbhs, but the modern gear hobs have increzaed 
1 4  spaces," thus impraving the conditions for the formation of t h e  
lubricating film, which reduces the " singing" noiae: in ather 
words it has been found necessary to increase the oil clearance 
between the teeth. The creeping table gives this action auto- 
matieally, and has thus been responsibk for redncing noise in 
thh manner as well as by spacing out the errors. 

The creep gear in iB originnI form is now largely being given 
up, as, however well the mechanism is made originally, it is 
bound to wear in course of timo and produce unknown errors in 
the work, such errors attaining dimensions grenbr than those in 
the main dividing wheeb ; further, worm-wheels can now be cut. 
with such high degree of accuracy as to render unnetxspary the 
employment of such a device as the creeping-table. 

(4) Ieaw of Weight of Work.-It should be appm- 
ciated that  the accuracy of the finished pmduot will be affected 
by the torsional deflection of the indexing and dividing 
mechanisms. These devices, if of reaeomb1e design and carefully 
constructed and erected, will produoe accurate " tracking " of 
cutter and blank when not under Ioad, but will not necessarily 
do so when ctitting is in progress. 

If, however, the machine can be adjusted 80 that its driving 
parts are subjected to an approximately consbnt torque under 
all conditions, then all gears prodursed by it should have a shnilar 
degree of accuracy, in so far as this is affected by the abow 
considerations. 

As the work dealt with by any one machine variee in weight 
it has therefore been found desirable to counter-bdance a portion 
of the weight of the blank in order that the machine may work 
against constrtnt frictional resistance, whatever the weight of 
the work. 
To achieve thia, suitable arrangements are made so that any 

desjred proportion of the weighe can h counterpoieed, it being 
usueI Go adjust the counterpoiRe so &hat the current taken by t he  
motor is a coastmt figure, determined by experience, whatever 
tho load on the table. 

(5 )  hit ion Of Driving Worm.--As regards the pcktion of the 
worm controlling the dividing wheel, it has been found t ha t  if 
this placed diametrally oppo~ite to Gho hob, distarbion i~ liable 
fo be aet up, and that it is best located immediately below the 
hob. Some makera dnve the wheel by two worms p M  
cEimetrall~- opposite each other, but it, is very questionable 
whether they can both function. mmd.taneousIy, and in any case 
tho danger of distortion sttill exists, 

(6) The Cnbr Slide Feed &mm-The accuracy of thia screw 
is a factor equally important es tIiat+of the dividing wheel, since 
the helicaI angle depends on. the combination of the two. 

(7) Cutter Elide.--Since the thread of the hob must be exady 
on the line of the helix, the cutter slide must be capable of Ki 



set at atally angle with the vertical. This ie a most impodnt  
setting and any inmcuracy affects the width of the b o t h  p a c e .  

One method of setting the angle of the cutter slide is by means 
of m Clinometer (Pigure 8). This may consist of a graduated m 
of r, circle with an arm, cartying a spirit Ievel, pivotted at the 
centre of the m. The instrument is first levelled on the work, 
or on the bad of the machine, to give ita zero. The pivotted 
arm is m w  moved through the required angle and the instrument 
then placed on the cutter slide which is rotated till the spirit level 
is horizontal. The an: is very accuratdy graduated and h 
fitted with a vernier after the fashion of a sextant. 

A further point h connection with the mounting of the hob h 
that it should lrave no side play and no axial freedom. This 
should be checked before cutting is commenced. 

(8) S- Up.-This is most important and cutting @ h o d  
not be started till the work is mounted t d y  concentric with 
the axk of the table. It is comidered preferable by some makem 
t o  mount the work on a cradle, because bolts, crampa, etc., 
passing directly to the table are liable to induce distortion. 

The c d e  ia g e n d y  skimmed up true ta the axis of 
r d t i o n  by a h01 mrried on tho cutter slide. The blank. is dso 
skimmed true to ih a x i ~  at a convenient pad, the cradle being 
$urn4 to  fit thia hoed portion of the bbnk-the latter c m  then 
be placed in the cradle with certainty. 

Heavy &earn upflet the alignment of the macthine by cau- the 
foundation to sink, and therefore t . b  should be. .testad after the 
blank haa 'been w e d  in position, and if necessary the table 
r e b ~ e k d .  

One method of ath.ining this as follows :- 
When installing the maobine, before levelling, the bed-plate 

iE1 brtlancd with i& centre of gravity over a flat bar of suitdde 
dimensions ; wedges tare then adjusted a11 round the bed to level 
it up. 

H the wejghf of the blank Gauses distorkion, the wedges are 
knmked out, Ieaving f he bed balanced on the bar. The wedges 
are now re-adjusted to bvel the table again and the whole is 
grouted in concrete. 

(9) Depth of Cat., h.-This is adjusted by moving the 
upright carrying the cutkr-slide towards the work. A micrometer 
device is fitted h enable the depth of feed to be gcsuged ; the zero 
position of the micrometer i s  set before cutting by bringing the 
hob in contact with the work and then setting +he micrometer- 
from %his setting the depth of cut at any time can be gauged. 

The alignment of the table of the npright may be affected 
by strain after heavy work w by settlement of the foundations 
of the machine. Fig. 9 indicates a method of checking this 
alignment. Any error in this may possibly cause rubbing of 
'the points of the gear teeth in W orking. 

Some gear-cutting firms maintain that the top of the upright 
should b&n slightly tuwards the centre of the table h order to 

B E 



aUow for " spring " when cutting, but this device appears open 
to question. 

It would appear at first sight that greater r t ~ ~ u r ~ g  might be 
nttained by taking a series of cuts rather than by cutting to the 
€1111 depth at one operation. It shodd be appreciated that the 
dividing mechanism is necessarily based on the pitch circIe 
diameter of the hob and that of the completed gear. If therefore 
a hdi depth cut is taken, the hob is attempting to p d u w  tl. 
number of teeth in the blank not in mcordance with the setting 
given by the dividing mechanism. This strain plays on the soft 
rtnd hard pIaces in the  blank, which oan never be entirely homo- 
geneous, rtnd thus errors creep in, accentuated as they a m  by 
baeklmh in the dividing gear. 

Obviously, .the deeper the cut taken the more nearly are the 
hob and divibng gear in accord, and hence the lem strain on the 
mechanism, with consequent lessened liability to error. 

It is therefore on thirr account to be recommended thak only 
one cut should be taken, and that where ra finishing cut is desired 
this should be of the order of, say, not more than f lrth of an 
inch. 

It is +pointed out that. owing to the hob reoeiving a certain f e d  
for each revolution of the work, the face of the tooth is necessdy 
oomposed of a number of small facets; on thk score a light 
fishing cut appeam very desirable, followed, possibly, by running 
the hob through again in a slightly different relative position 
to that in which the main cut was tken, thus tending to remove 
the high poinb of the facets. 

Experience g- Go show that in any case the greater part of 
the errors in a gem are introduced during the initial. cut and me 
no* removed by subgequent ones, but rather tend Go reproduce 
themselves. 

Anoeher cornideration affecting the rate of feed given to the 
hob is that if this is too fa&, excessive torsional stxain of the blank 
or hob is likely to accur, thus introducing possibilities of consider- 
able error-this is particularly the c- in cutking the teeth of 
pinions which necessarily have not the rigidity of gear wheels. 

f i d y ,  this question Is further complicated by wear of the 
hob. Ti; has been found that +he amount of wear of a hob is a 
function of the length of time it is in contact ~ 5 t h  ih work, and 
is largely independent of the cut taken, On this mcount when 
cutting wheels aver, my, G feet in diameter the wear of the hob 
becomes a serious matter. Gears of large diameter and width 
of face shonld preferably have the spaces cleared by a " stmking " 
cutter and then be finished by a well backed-off hob run through 
at at high a speed as is consistent with a good finish. The stocking 
outter used for this purpose may consist of a serrated worm 
thread, with teeth formed similarly to  those, of a stocking milling 
cutter. These cutters are often built up of helicoidal sections 
to permit of more easy sharpening. 



Hobs m e  usually removed from the machine fox regrinding. 
cte., after they have cut; so many feet round the ~ircumferenoe of 
the work. It must be appreciated, of course, that a hob cannot 
be changed while a cut is being taken, and for this reason the teeth 
af the work me always thicker at the region where the hob leaves 
$ban at that at which it starts the cut. 

In this connection it is of interest to nob that completed gears 
after running generally show " 'hard bearing " marks at the outer 
ends of the two helices. It will be found in such cases that the 
hlank was reversed end for end between the cutting of the two 
halves of the gear, thus leading to  the hob leaving its work at the 
position where the hard places are subsequently obwrved. 

The question of hobs b a most important one, though the 
limitation imposed by the machine and the type of tooth do not 
p d t  of wide variation in the deaeaign of these tooIs. 

The hob itsell resembles a large tap, and, like these latter, 
is hpexed ta distribute $he cut, ~ i n c e  it enwe ita work endwb. 

Hob8 may be dngle QT multiple threaded, the main object 
in using the l a t h  form being tha t  the wear h &.tributed over 
several threads instead of over only one, MI in the former type, 
khus leading to reduction of the actual wear. 

On the other band, experience goes t o  show that for extreme 
accway the slower the lead of the hob Ghread the better; hence 
multiple threaded hobs tend Go give less acuurate results than 
:singIe threaded, since the lead of the former type is of course 
rapid. 

A modern bype of hob has been developed in which the 
alternate teeth have been removed ; this feature enables the teeth 
to be more easily ground, and, furkher, it provides better clearance 
$or freeing the chips. In addition, the Ieding teeth c m  be given 
h n t  rake so as t o  rout freely, enabling a deeper cuii to  be taken 
and so reducing the &train previously referred to. It is con- 
sidered by some authorities that a lmser number of b t h  than 
$he normal is an advantage in that it gives freer cutting, whereas 
the more usual t ype  of hob wieh many teeth tends to give a 
burnishing action rather than a cutting one. Experience with 
t,his type of hob, 'however, appears to indicate that in practical 
work it gives no better results than tb ordinary type. 

T h e  tooh are made by 'bpecialjst; " manufactmr~ and it 
is not possible to check their accuracy completely without the 
use of special instrumenh, such as me dwribed later. Xndi- 
vidual teeth can, however, be accurately gauged by the instru- 
men* used in most machine shops for measuring the thickness 
of a tooth at &any given distance from itg point. Such dimensions 
are given on the shndard hob dcawhg, and should be checked 
before and dter eaah occwion on which the hob is w d ,  and also 
after grinding. This checking of the hob is most important, 
since the precinct is dependent on the hob no less ehan on the 
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remaining element& of the producing machine for its freedom 
from error. 

Hobs are now produced commercially which are accurate 
within a maximum cumulative pitch error of , Zr a in., that is, the 
sum of the maximum positive and negative variations from the 
designed pitch does not exceed the figure given. It may he 
pointed out that this degree of accuracy is far from general, 
&o& it can only be checked by very special apparatus, the 
necessity for wMch is only now beginning to  be appreaiated in 
circlea outside tho highly speciaked gear cutters. 

CHECKING OF GEARS. 

The beat instrument at present avaiIable for checking the 
accuracy of the thickness of gear teeth isthe Sykea' Comparator. 

'Shis mn&ts of a pair of suitable shaped jaws, representing 
the adj m n t  profiles of two teeth, with a plunger working between 
them. This plunger is attached to  x. dial gauge arranged to give 
readings to the desired degree of accuracy, say to  ., ,, in. 

In operation a pair of jaws are fitted to the comparator, 
these jaws being chosen to suit the pitch and form of the teeth 
of the geam. 

The comparahor is then applied to one tooth of the gear and 
the plunger of the dial gauge set I% give zero reading. If the 
comparator is now tried d over the gear it will give errors 
+" and -" as compamd with the tooth for which it is set. 

In lieu of setting the instrument on any one tooth it m y  be 
set. to  a sfandard tooth form as isupplied in various sizes with it. 
Thh htrmment indicates therefore any variation in the 

thieknes; of the teeth at the pitch line (or elsewhere), and such 
indications are of considerable value. It does not, however, 
show up errors in pitch or in helical angle, the meaawment of 
which nemasihta instruments of considerable precision. and of 
some complication. 

Machinw far M m  RMl of GT;eaF Teeth. 
I. The Mefropolitan-Vickers Co. have recently p d u o e d  a 

machine for mewwing completed geax teeth and hobs which is 
illustrated in figure 10; in thia device the circumferential and 
axial pitches of the teeth are both measured. The pinion is 
mounted on rollers in a horfzontd position, with a, straight 
cylindricd shaft arranged M y  parallel t o  the axis  of the pinion 
on vee-blocks alongside the Iatter. 

This shaft (A in figure) carries a, measuring device, consisting 
of a muItiplying I m ,  the ahort arm of which is fitted with a. 
spherical head while the long arm is attaohed to hhe micrometer 
device, which compriws a dial gauge. The end of the shaft (A) 
is placed against a s b p  fitted on the end V-block ; the spherical 
head is now brought into contact wi$h a both  of the pinion, 
this being done by rotating the pinion by means of a lever clamped 
to if@ shaft ; the dial gauge is now mt to zero. 





A number of very accurately made length gauges are supplied, 
each differing in length by an amount equal to the axial pitch of 
the pinion teeth. One of these gauges is inserted between the 
stop and the end of the shaft A, thus transferring the spherical 
head of the measuring device an amount equal to one uiaI pitch. 
The did gauge should, of course, now show zero; its actual 
reading will indicate any e m  in axial pitch. 

A longer gauge is now inserted and the process repeated ; it 
is necessary, of course, that the shaft (A) be kept from rotating 
while being moved axlalIy, and a ~pecial device, consisting of :r 
finger bearing on a shaft pamUel t o  (A), is fitted for this purpme. 
After a whoIe series of such measurements, i.e., when the spherical 
head hm travelled the full width of the pinion face, She pinion is 
rotated on its axis through an angle corresponding to one cimum- 
ferential pitch, dmiler length gauges being employed, and rt new 
set of readings taken in the axial direction. 

These operations are repeated till the whole circumference of 
5he pinion has baen traversed. 

The method of robting the pinion through the correct angle 
is somewhat similar to t h e  employed in advancing the measuring 
device through an exact multiple of the axial pitch. On the 
pinion shaft is mounted a wheel, the attachment being by means 
of a split cone in order to enaurs exact concen~city. A fla* 
a b 1  tape is attached t~ the circumference of this wheeI and 
after passing r o d  the wheeI it iis led off in a horizontal direction 
over suitable pullep, being kept in conshnt tension by means of 
a weight. The pull of this weight is balanced by another which 
ig attached to acord wound round the wheel in opposition to  the 
~ P .  

. A horizontal steel btar is arranged paraUel with the hp and 
carries upon it a steel slider (R) which can be damped b the trnpe 
as d e k d .  

Padeel with the tape and the bar ie fixed es shaft (C), also on 
V-blooks, and carrying n second dial micrometer gauge with a 
multiplying lever. The short arm of the multipJying Iever ende 
in a ~phericar head aa before, and this head can be brought in 
contact with A prepared surface on the slider (B). 

The end of ghaft (C) beam against a miorometcr head, and a 
series of " bngth " gauges, each Mering in Iengkh by a distance 
equal t o  one chumferentia1 pitch of the pinion teeth, are 
provided for adjmting khe axid position of this shaft. 

Initially the pinion is adjusted as previously described, so that 
the  axial pitch micrometer reads zero when in contact with a tooth 
of the pinion. 

Raving mede this setting, the slide (B) b clamped to the tape 
and the circumferential pitch micromebr is adjusted to read zero, 
with a gauge of convenient length in use. After the h t  set of 
axis1 rertdinga have been baken the next gauge in the series is 
5thd at the end of shaft (C) and the pinion is rotated till the 
micrometer attached to the former reds zero. i.e., till the pinion 
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hza tst~rned through one circumfenential pitch. The axial ~ ~ d h l g ~ ;  
are now continued and the process i s  repmted till the qrorking 
face has been covered. Both did gauges read to , , l  iip of an inch. 

Thc instrument is admirably adapted for urn lpl checking 
pinions and hobs a$ previously stated, but would need to be of 
considerable dimensions to enable it to be used for gear wheels. 
Its principal practical d u e  undoubtedly lies in checking the 
accuracy of the hobs. 

11. A simple type of instmment rewntly invented merits a 
short description, if only on account of its simplicity and port- 
ability. The device can be used with the gears in place and ia 
arranged to measure the axial. pitch of the teeth. 

The instrument k shown in Figure 11. It con&t9 of a round 
bar (A) and a square bar (B), which is fixed in a groove h (A) 
p~mllel to the axh of the latter; th is  bar (B) forms a bed on 
which the measuring devices can be rno~ed. 

Assuming that the pinion and gear wheel are in t.nw alignment 
md are cylindrical, then if (A) he placed in contact with then1 
both, as indicated, the bar (B) will be truly p~bdlel to the axes 
of pinion and w h d .  

The bar (A) is magnetised and thue holds itself fairly in 
position, with no risk of dishrtion, 

CSn the square bar slides a block (C) carrying two fingem 
(D) and (R) on a amalE bar (F), which is secured to ( C )  by a cIamp.. 
Of the@ two fingers (E) can he clamped in any desired position 
on (F), while (D) ia connected to a micrometer did  gauge of t h e  
usual type. 

The bar (A) having tben been placed ia position es shown, 
the two fingers (D) and (E) am adjusted a suitable d i s h m  
apart, approximakly equd h one pitch of the gear teeth. The 
whole apparatus is now pressed in an axial direction, thus causing 
the fingers ta make contact with the Ranks of two conwcutive. 
teeth ; a mdiug of the dial gauge is now taken. 

The apparatus as a whole is now advanced one pitch in t h e  
axial direction and a new set of readings baken ; these operations 
are repeakd tilE a complete record is made. 

The aaccmcy of the teeth may be tested before the gears axe 
erechd, by employing an angle p b b  in the manner indicated 
in Figure II  (a), the phion being placed upon s surface table for 
the purpme. 

The alignment of gem can also be simpIy tested by placing 
the apparatus as indicated in Fig. l I ( b ) ,  it boing sa arranged that 
one edge of the square bar touchm the point of the teeth. The 
e m m  in alignment can then be found By inserting feelers between 
the bars and the; points of the teeth. It ~hould be noted that the 
two fingers can be rotated round or with the rod (F), and, further, 
that rotation of (A) towad& the pinion is prevented by a #mall 
rod (G)  damped h the square bax, and butting against the 
pinion shaft. By means of them adjustments the axial pitch 
may be meas~md rat  any position an the tooth profile. 





All geam used for turbine reduction in H.M. Xavy are 
4'- run-in '"in the emting shop, but necessariIy under 'Yight " 
conditions. This h t  serves to h d  them in to some extent, 
but it must be appreciated that when under Ioad such gears axe 
subject to torsional deflection which will modify the contact of 
the teeth from that obtaining when run Iight. On tllis accomt 
the practice, previously mentioned, of grinding gems together is 
likely ta be of kss vaiue than would otherwise he thought. 

J t  must be app1-ecirtted that once a gear has hen cut very 
little can be done to improve its accuracy, while the checking of 
w c h  accuracy is a matter of considerable difficulty. Despite the 
extreme care taken in modern high-class gcar cutting arid the 
accuracy of the h l a  employed, periodic emom traceable to the 
cutting process are found to creep in occasionally in geam cut by 
the best makers, This emphasises the need for the cxercine of 
t h e  utn~ost care at all stages of the cutting process, and indicates 
ithat the degree of acxuracy required in large high-speed gears can 
only be assured by close attention to the finer details of the 
processes employed and an intelligent appreciation of thair 
significance by the inspector no less than by the &ern. 
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